Full-duplex (FD) distributed antenna system (DAS) can take advantage of both FD and DAS to dramatically improve system capacity. The challenges of designing such a system are self-interference at the base station (BS) and multiuser interference, as well as hardware cost, computational complexity and signaling overhead, especially for dense antenna deployments. To address these problems mentioned above, in this paper, we investigate an antenna selection strategy at the BS for FD DAS including FD-capable BS antennas and half-duplex (HD) users. In particular, we separately optimize the receive and transmit antenna selection problems to maximize the achievable sum rate. To reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead, each user is restricted to selecting only the BS antennas in its virtual cell. The optimization problem is a nonconvex integer programming problem, for which it is difficult to find a globally optimal solution. Using variable relaxation and successive convex approximation, we present an iterative antenna selection algorithm based on difference of convex functions (D.C.) programming to obtain a suboptimal solution. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed antenna selection algorithm can provide significant performance gain over various reference algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of mobile communications, distributed antenna systems (DASs), also known as cloud radio access networks (C-RANs), are a promising technology for supporting high user rates and satisfying the requirements of the user's various wireless access [1] - [4] . In DAS, plenty of low-power base station (BS) antennas are deployed in a geographically distributed manner and connected to a centralized baseband unit (BBU) via fiber optics; BS antennas are responsible for data transmission only, while the BBU is in charge of baseband processing for the whole system [1] . Compared to the co-located antenna layout, DAS can dramatically improve the user rate by reducing the average access distance between the BS antennas and the users [2] . In addition, due to the simple functionality, more BS antennas can be configured to increase the diversity gain and reduce the transmit power [3] . Furthermore, due to a centralized The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lin Bai. processing structure, BS antennas can provide service in a cooperative mode [4] . However, most of the previous studies on DAS have focused on half-duplex (HD) systems of uplink or downlink transmission without maximizing the utilization of spectrum resources.
Full-duplex (FD) systems allow transmission and reception to be performed at the same time-frequency resource block, which have the potential to double the capacity of HD transmissions [5] . However, one of the major factors limiting the performance of FD systems is self-interference generated from the transmit antennas to the receive antennas. Due to the large gap between the radiated power and the desired received signal power, the uplink signal will be very weak or even impossible to receive, which makes FD operation impossible in practice. In recent years, many advanced techniques in hardware design for suppressing self-interference have been proposed, e.g., [6] - [8] , making FD operation feasible. Based on these results, FD operation has been adopted in various scenarios, among which implementing FD-capable BS antennas in DAS to form FD DAS is widely recognized as a suitable solution [9] - [14] . Specifically, increased path loss between the BS antennas and the low BS transmit power help to mitigate self-interference [15] . However, self-interference cannot be completely eliminated with the existing self-interference cancellation techniques [5] , and mitigating the effect of residual self-interference is crucial for FD DAS. In addition, multiuser interference, hardware cost, and computational complexity are also nonnegligible problems in FD DAS, especially for dense antenna deployments.
Antenna selection is expected to improve system performance while reducing overhead, e.g., the radio frequency chain, which has been widely adopted in HD DAS [16] - [19] . It was shown in [16] that selection transmission using the nearest BS antenna outperforms blanket transmission in which all antennas were used for transmission due to selection transmission exploits selection diversity and reduces intercell interference. The optimal antenna selection scheme was also proposed in [17] , in which only one BS antenna was activated for each user to maximize the sum rate. In [18] , the authors compared the downlink performance under two different power constraints, and it was shown that in the case of the total transmit power constraint, for multiple antenna remote radio heads (RRHs) using maximal ratio transmission (MRT), the selection transmission scheme where only one RRH with the best channel participated in transmission outperforms the all-RRH participation scheme, while the opposite result was obtained under the per-RRH transmit power constraint. It was shown in [19] that, in a multicell scenario, selection transmission using a single BS antenna outperforms MRT using all antennas because selection transmission causes less intercell interference than does MRT. Recently, antenna selection has also been applied in FD DAS [9] , [10] . In [9] , the authors compared the average sum rate with maximum ratio combining (MRC)/MRT (MRC for the uplink and MRT for the downlink) and zero-forcing (ZF)/MRT (ZF for the uplink and MRT for the downlink) under two different power constraints, i.e., the per-RRH transmit power constraint and the total downlink transmit power constraint; the results showed that in all cases, selecting the nearest RRH with multiple antennas for transmission results in superior performance compared to the scheme in which all the RRHs participated. The authors in [10] proposed a joint strategy for selecting the antenna, the uplink transmit power, and the downlink beamforming to minimize the system power consumption; all the BS antennas were considered for joint processing. Although the joint optimization of all the antennas can achieve high capacity, it may incur high computational complexity, expensive channel state information (CSI) acquisition and control information overhead when dozens or even hundreds of antennas are deployed. To reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead, a user-centric clustering method, also known as a virtual cell, was considered in [17] to restrict each user to be served by a limited number of nearby BS antennas, which has been widely reported in HD DAS [20] - [23] . Recently, a user-centric virtual cell has also been investigated in bidirectional DAS [24] ; however, self-interference was ignored.
Motivated by prior works, in this paper, we consider the antenna selection algorithm for FD DAS, where BS antennas have the capability of FD communication and users are limited to HD communication. In particular, the optimization problem of the receive and transmit antenna selection while maximizing the sum rate is investigated, in which BS antennas can be selected to transmit or receive separately to better exploit selection diversity, and the unselected antennas are in an idle state. To reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead, each user chooses a few nearby BS antennas as its virtual cell due to path loss, and each user's serving BS antenna can be selected only from its virtual cell. The problem is a nonconvex integer programming problem, for which it is difficult to find the global optimum. Using variable relaxation and successive convex approximation, we reformulate the original optimization problem into a series of convex programs; then, an iterative antenna selection algorithm can be derived based on difference of convex functions (D.C.) programming. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed iterative antenna selection algorithm is superior to various reference algorithms and achieves a near-optimal sum rate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the system model and formulate the antenna selection optimization problem. We describe the proposed iterative antenna selection algorithm in Section III. In Section IV, simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notations: Boldface capital and lowercase letters represent matrices and vectors, respectively; A H and A T are the Hermitian transpose and the transpose of A, respectively; I N denotes an N × N identity matrix; x ∼ CN (µ, σ 2 ) is a complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 ; diag(X) is a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal elements as matrix X; diag(x) is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements from vector x; C N ×M denotes the set of N × M complex matrices; x is the Euclidean norm of vector x; |x| denotes the absolute value of complex scalar x; and | | denotes the cardinality of set .
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a multiuser FD DAS, where M distributed BS antennas with FD capability are uniformly deployed in a coverage area and connected to a BBU via low-latency fiber optics to support real-time information exchange. We assume that K single-antenna users are randomly located in the coverage, where there are K D users for the downlink transmission, and K U users for the uplink transmission, with K = K D +K U . An illustration is shown in Fig. 1 . Each user selects a few BS antennas with the highest large-scale fading factors to form its virtual cell for either downlink or uplink transmission as V D i and V U j , where D i and U j are the ith and jth users 
in the downlink and uplink transmissions, respectively. To reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead, we assume that each user can only be served by its virtual cell. Let V D i = V D i and V U j = V U j represent the virtual cell size for user D i and user U j , respectively. The received signal of user D i is given by
where p D i is the transmit power for user
represents the distance between the mth antenna of virtual cell V D i and user D i , γ is the path loss factor, and
is the additive complex white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ 2 n . In (1), the second term on the right-hand side represents the multiuser interference in the downlink transmission received at user D i . Due to a large number of users and BS antennas, we model multiuser interference as a complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance I D i [20] , which can be written as
where
The third term on the right-hand side of (1) denotes the cochannel interference caused by users in the uplink transmission to those in the downlink transmission, which is assumed to be a complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance I cc and can be expressed as
Then, the achievable sum rate of the downlink channel is given by
Next, for the uplink transmission, the received signal of virtual cell V U j can be expressed as
1} is a binary selection variable, where t V U j ,n ,U j = 1 denotes that the nth antenna of virtual cell V U j is selected for the uplink transmission to user U j , and otherwise, t V U j ,n ,U j = 0. c is the residual self-interference after using a certain selfinterference cancellation scheme and
In (5), the second term on the right-hand side represents the multiuser interference in the uplink transmission received at virtual cell V U j , since the number of users and BS antennas are large, which can be assumed to be a complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance I V U j and is obtained as
The third term on the right-hand side of (5), i.e., c, denotes the residual self-interference caused by the BS antennas in the downlink transmission to those in the uplink reception. In this paper, we treat residual self-interference as noise with zero mean and variance I c , which can be written as [10] 
where H SI ∈ C V U j ×V D i is the self-interference channel from the transmit antennas of virtual cell V D i to the receive antennas of virtual cell V U j and λ is a cancellation parameter that reflects the capability of self-interference cancellation.
The achievable sum rate in the uplink channel is given by
As discussed in HD DAS [16] - [19] and FD DAS [9] , we can see from Fig. 2(a) that when each user has the same transmit power and all antennas of a virtual cell are used, the achievable sum rate decreases on average as the virtual cell size V increases, that is, selection transmission achieves better performance than does activating more antennas. This is because the signal-to-noise ratio decreases on average as the virtual cell size V increases, which can be seen from Fig. 2(b) . Therefore, we assume that each user is restricted to be served by only one BS antenna. Then, the variables S D i and T U j are diagonal matrices, given by diag(s D i ,V D i ) and
In addition, I c can be rewritten as
In this paper, our main purpose is to jointly optimize S D i and T U j to maximize the sum rate. 1 Mathematically, 1 In this work, we focus on antenna selection for FD DAS. Interference cancellation techniques, such as zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum square error beamforming-successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SIC), are not adopted because the coupling between the activated antennas and the beamformers would make the problem complex [10] . In the future, we will further research antenna selection with interference cancellation using ZF and MMSE-SIC. the optimization problem is formulated as follows:
Tr
III. PROPOSED ITERATIVE DESIGNS
The objective function (10a) is nonconvex, and the integer constraints (10d) and (10e) make the problem (10) difficult to solve. To solve this problem, we first relax the constraints of s D i ,V D i ,m and t V U j ,n ,U j from the binary domain {0, 1} to the continuous domain [0, 1], respectively. Hence, the original integer programming problem is transformed into a continuous programming problem as
After variable relaxation, the problem of (11) is still nonconvex. To efficiently solve problem (11), we adopt successive convex approximation and present an iterative algorithm based on D.C. programming. From (4) and (9), we can rewrite the objective function (11a) as u (S,
and S and T are denoted as the sets of variables {S D i } and {T U j }, respectively. We can equivalently transform problem 
Note that functions u (S, T) and v (S, T) are both concave in each of the variables S and T [25] . Thus, given feasible values S (d) and T (d) , we first fix T and optimize S by the following optimization problem
The objective u S, T (d) − v S, T (d) is a D.C. function. Motivated by [26] , [27] , we propose an affine majorization replace v S, T (d) by its first-order Taylor approximation at a neighborhood S (d) as
where α (d)
and β (d)
Hence, the optimal solution S * at the (d + 1)-th iteration is generated by solving the following convex program:
which can be efficiently solved by specific convex software [28] .
, the objective in (19) is the lower bound of the objective in (15) . We update S (d+1) := S * , and
which means that the objective in (15) increases after every iteration. Next, using S (d+1) obtained from (19) and T (d) , we optimize T by solving the following optimization program:
Similarly, the objective u S (d+1) , T − v S (d+1) , T is also a D.C. function. We replace v S (d+1) , T with an affine majorization by its first-order Taylor approximation at a neighborhood T (d) as
where υ (d)
Consequently, the optimal solution T * at the (d + 1)-th iteration is generated by solving the following convex program
which can also be efficiently solved. Similarly, since v S (d+1) , T is concave, v S (d+1) , T ≤ v (d) S (d+1) , T , the objective in (24) is the lower bound of the objective in (21) . We update T (d+1) := T * , and
which means that the objective in (21) increases after every iteration. Furthermore, as seen from (20) and (25) , the objective in the original optimization problem (14) increases after every iteration. In addition, the constraints are compact. Therefore, the iterative algorithm is guaranteed to converge. Finally, the optimal solutions S * and T * will regress to the desired binary number using a simple rule as follows: the largest element in the optimal solutions S * and T * will be mapped to 1, and the other elements will be mapped to 0. The proposed iterative antenna selection algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Set ω = 10 −3 . 2: Set d := 0. 3: repeat 4: Solve (19) with S (d) and T (d) to obtain an optimal solution S * .
5:
Update S (d+1) ← S * . 6: Solve (24) with S (d+1) and T (d) to obtain an optimal solution T * .
7:
Update T (d+1) ← T * . 8:
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. SIMULATION SETUP
In this section, we present numerical results to evaluate the system performance of our proposed antenna selection algorithm. Consider a square coverage of 1 km × 1 km, where M BS antennas are uniformly placed, and K users, including K U uplink users and K D downlink users, are randomly deployed in each independent experiment. The standard deviation of shadowing is 8 dB, the noise power is -107 dBm, and the path loss exponent is 4. The transmit power for each downlink user is set to be 30 dBm, and the uplink transmit power of each user is set to be 23 dBm. In general, each user may have a different number of BS antennas to form its virtual cell; in this paper, for simplicity, we denote the virtual cell size as
Unless specified otherwise, we assume K U = K D = 6, V = 3, and λ = −100 dB. We compare our proposed antenna selection algorithm (labeled as ''proposed AS algorithm'') with the following algorithms:
• Exhaustive search that examines all possible antenna selection sets, labeled as ''Optimal AS scheme''.
• Conventional antenna selection algorithm where each user is associated with the strongest antenna, labeled as ''Conventional AS algorithm''.
• MRC is adopted in each uplink user's virtual cell, and MRT is adopted in each downlink user's virtual cell, labeled as ''MRC/MRT''.
• HD system antenna selection algorithms proposed in [17] , labeled as ''Half-duplex AS algorithm''.
B. CONVERGENCE AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
We first study the computational complexity and convergence behavior of the proposed algorithm. Fig. 3 illustrates the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm under three different configurations with M = 16. We can observe from Fig. 3 that the achievable sum rate monotonically increases during the iteration process and quickly converges within 5-15 iterations for all cases. Meanwhile, we can also see that the achievable sum rate performance is effected by the size of virtual cell and the number of users; the case with a larger V or more users corresponds to a higher rate. The computational complexity of solving problem (10)
, and the search size increases exponentially with increasing K U , K D , and V . For instance, for K U = K D = 6 and V = 2, the search size is 4096, and when K U = K D = 6 and V = 4, the search size is 16777216, which is 4096 times larger. The corresponding running time increases from 0.197 s to 1273.03 s. By contrast, the proposed algorithm requires approximately 5 more iterations, the corresponding running time increases from 5.89 s to 8.52 s, and the complexity is guaranteed in polynomial time [25] . Fig. 4 illustrates the variation in the sum rate with the self-interference cancellation parameter λ with M = 36. As expected, Fig. 4 shows that the achievable sum rate achieved by all FD algorithms decreases as the residual selfinterference coefficient λ increases, but the decreases are not significant, and all of the approaches achieve better performance than the HD algorithm. The reason is that DAS can efficiently mitigate self-interference in FD operation by extending the distance between the transmit and receive antennas. We can also observe that the proposed algorithm exhibits significant performance gain over the reference algorithms for all simulated values of λ. In particular, when λ = −70 dB, the proposed algorithm provides a performance gain of approximately 13% compared to the conventional antenna selection algorithm and 34% compared to the MRC/MRT scheme. This improvement is because antenna selection can exploit selection diversity to mitigate self-interference and multiuser interference, and the cooperative gain obtained by optimizing the transmit and receive antenna selection problems further improves the sum rate. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed antenna selection algorithm is very close to that of exhaustive search, and the performance gap between them is mainly caused by relaxing the binary domain {0, 1} to the continuous domain [0, 1] and adopting successive convex approximation. Fig. 5 presents the achievable sum rate versus the number of antennas for different algorithms. We can observe that the achievable sum rate of all algorithms improves with an increase in the number of antennas owing to the decreasing average access distance. Additionally, the proposed algorithm achieves nearly the same performance as the exhaustive search and outperforms the other reference algorithms; however, the performance gap decreases as the total number of BS antennas increases. The reason is that when the total number of BS antennas is relatively small, different users' virtual cells would overlap or even be completely identical, which would cause strong interference when MRC/MRT is adopted in each user's virtual cell, while selection diversity gain can be obtained by the proposed algorithm from coordinated transmission. With an increasing total number of BS antennas M , each user's virtual cell becomes closer to the user and the overlap of different virtual cells is gradually reduced, which indicates that each user's virtual cell gradually move away from other users on average. Thus the received signal power can be comparable to or even dominate the interference power on average gradually, the diversity gain of the multiple antenna configuration can be gradually achieved under MRC/MRT, and the proposed algorithm gradually evolves into the conventional antenna selection algorithm. However, note that increasing system capacity by deploying more BS antennas is cost inefficient and power inefficient; hence, in practice, the total number of BS antennas should depend on deployment scenarios. Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the achievable sum rate versus virtual cell size V for different algorithms with M = 16. We observe that three FD algorithms are equivalent when V = 1, and the achievable sum rate of our proposed algorithm significantly improves with an increase in the virtual cell size when V is small and converges when V > 5. The reason behind this observation is that as the virtual cell size V increases, more BS antennas are available for the user to select, such that the enhanced selection diversity gain can be obtained to improve the achievable sum rate. Moreover, since the newly added antennas are gradually moving away from the user, the possibility of being selected for data transmission decreases; thus, the achievable sum rate can increase significantly only when V is small. By contrast, the performance of MRC/MRT declines with an increase in the virtual cell size V because we assume MRC/MRT is adopted in each user's virtual cell, which does not consider the interference from other virtual cells. As the virtual cell size V increases, each user's signal transmission includes more BS antennas; thus, more users'virtual cells would overlap with each other, indicating that multiuser interference and self-interference gradually increase. However, the newly added BS antennas in each user's virtual cell gradually move away from the user, and the contribution gradually decreases. In this case, the greater the number of antennas is, the worse the rate performance obtained in the MRC/MRT scheme. Furthermore, the performance gap between the proposed algorithm and the MRC/MRT scheme gradually increases with increasing V .
C. EFFECT OF SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
D. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF ANTENNAS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
E. EFFECT OF VIRTUAL CELL SIZE ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the antenna selection strategy for FD DAS, in which FD-capable BS antennas communicate with HD users. The scheme jointly optimizes the receive antenna selection and transmit antenna selection at the BS, which is formulated as a sum rate maximization problem. To reduce the computational complexity and signaling overhead, each user is restricted to only selecting antennas in its virtual cell. The design problem is a nonconvex integer programming problem. Using variable relaxation and successive convex approximation, we derive an iterative algorithm exploiting D.C. programming. We execute several numerical experiments to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, and simulation results show that the proposed antenna selection algorithm exploits selection diversity and cooperative transmission to efficiently reduce interference, outperforms various reference algorithms, and performs nearly as well as the optimal algorithm but with lower computational complexity.
